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New life reflect the old 

     “Things of one kind come together”, this obvious but fairly abstract motto spoke out from my 

dad’s mouth. Honestly, I didn’t really understand what he was lecturing about; however, I still 

can easily recall the surrounding scenario where we lived: the small, narrow and sort of 

dilapidated building which located in a slum area so-called community reconstruct area. The 

motto he spoke out was my first elementary school day, and we were on the way to buy the 

overdue vegetables and coarse stale meet for our dinner, in fact we were rushing to the charity 

supermarket because we had to struggle with other people, particularly, a crowd of poor people, 

of course we were included. I knew we were poor but I didn’t know we were in lower class. 

Sometimes I seriously explode the meaning of poor and rich in the smelly terrible public 

bathroom because our building didn’t have independent bathroom. 

       As an absolutely innocent six years old boy, what I mattered the most was the daily school 

assignment and afterschool Japanese cartoon, sometimes I grumbled out my dad always forced 

me to watch the 6:30 evening news, especially financial part. While the yellow and barely-

functioned TV screen show videos of a crowd of rioters resisted against the government and the 

profiteers and rebelled with polices, I usually wondered their intention and each time I asked my 

dad about poverty, the more reluctant face he expressed and gave me an answer with a bitter 

smile, “If your dad’s business keep going downward, we are about to join the rioters.”  That time 

I stupidly wanted to join them because of fun and I had no idea what he was buzzing but what I 

clear that we were as poor as the rioter.  

     When I was eight, my dad’s business started up-and-coming, eventually we moved out from 

the slum to the so-called upper level area blew by the land agent.        
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     The day we moved to the new house was a sunny day, and it should’ve been a happy day 

including sort of sad moment to take leave of surrounding neighborhoods, but I detected some of 

our neighbors cloaked their evil propose under friendly words. Some uncle said, “We wish you 

would live in honor and splendor”, it sounded comfortable but adding hypocritical smiles. Their 

eyes gazing on my dad were same as the rioter staring the government officer, unhurtful but sort 

of hateful, at least I didn’t feel well. Look back to that day, something had changed us. 

           When I was ten, I gradually perceived the concept of social class but I didn’t know what 

spectrum of my family was until my dad brought me to the private party, well, my dad’s new 

house party. While he was introducing me to his new friends, neighbors and persuading me to 

get along with their kids, I promptly sensed how the new neighbors differed from the slum 

neighbors, of course not only their faces, but also their apparel styles, words and deeds, through 

and through. Unlike slum neighbors’ worn-out smelly-sweated clothing and their kids’ oversize 

stuffs which had been wearing at least 3 days in order to save the water, new uncles and aunts all 

worn the latest fashionable vivid apparels, gold watches and sparkling sapphire diamond rings I 

always saw the same model in the TV ads, one of the aunts’ leopard fur coat made her 

conspicuous and that coat shocked me because I just watched that endangered wild animal in the 

ETV then showed the body to me as a coat, the fluffy coat wasn’t foul but disgusting form me. 

Their classical cologne spread far and wide through the whole house with unique fragrance I 

never smelled before. What I meant the most significant difference between two kinds of 

neighbors weren’t only clothing but also words and deeds. I was shocked with the adult behavior 

of the new neighbors’ kids, it sounded weird but they do acted like graceful princesses and gentle 

princes and no doubt such as their elegant manners were inherited from their strict parents, no I 

should say their majestic king and queen. Ironically I was great at cuss because I have a 
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prolonged time lived in slum and “learnt” those language via neighbors, so the first time I played 

with new kids, I was doing my best to get along with them by saying some graceful sweet-

sounding words I hadn’t ever said before, in other words I was playing an usurping prince for 

getting closer with those royals, like hypocrite. In fact, my dad had reminded me that day before 

the party, “My son, we are going to live with these new uncles and aunt, so you have to get along 

with your age’s friends.” Like he said before, things of one kind come together, from that 

moment on I knew we would act like these new people and mix up with them, may be the 

process would span for my lifetime. 

      When I drive my car along the slum area nowadays, the retrospective scenery I once lived 

there and my current lifestyle are reflecting a situation of my social class status: I lived as a 

lower class but I am living as middle class or better, unreasoningly I prefer the former life 

because my dad and I sacrifice too much family bliss to chase after better life, materialism. 

 

        

 

       


